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Bringing a Consumer 
Product to Life



Innovation starts with an idea 



Consumer is Boss

u Irresistible superiority that delights the consumer starting at the first moment 
of truth (FMOT)

u Product

u Package

u Communication

u Retail execution

u Consumer and customer value



What is the Consumer Need?

What is the job to be done?

What is the consumer tension?

What external forces are 
influencing consumer choices?

New 
opportunity area

Is a more efficient process needed?

Options at different price points

Existing job

Ingredient transparency



Observation

u How is the consumer performing 
the task today?

u What products are they using to 
accomplish the task?

u How are they using the products?

u Why is the current product not 
meeting their needs?



Create the Product Story

Take learnings 
back to the 

team

Refine the 
concept

Bring the 
concept to 

the consumer



Establish a 
Multifunctional Team

u Commitment to pursue the program 
and plan for market

u Multifunctional resources partner to 
deliver the program

u Product Development 

u Product Supply

u Analytical

u Marketing

u Safety 

u Regulatory, etc. 

u A critical path schedule (CPS) is 
created

u Roadmap to get from product 
concept to store shelf

u Calls out deliverables, owners 
and timing



Why is a Critical Path Schedule 
Important?

u Keeping the program on track is critical to meet commitments to business 
leaders, customers and suppliers  

u Customer shelf resets can be missed

u Seasonal products may miss prime buying season

u Many variables out of our control

u Unanticipated formulation issue

u Delays at third party laboratories

u Registration delays

u Unforeseen manufacturing challenges 



Pesticide Product Critical Path Schedule

u Must account for registration requirements that are unique to pesticides

u Can increase the time needed to deliver the project

u Human safety requirements (6 pack)

u Product chemistry

u Efficacy testing

u Master label 
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Master Label Creation  

u Iterative process that involves multifunctional team members 

u Long lead time for development

u Claims are key part of the master label

u Brainstorming sessions to identify desired claims

u Informed by consumer research

u Artwork refresh



Registration 
Process

u Multi-year process

u Challenges can impact 
program CPS

u PRIA renegotiations

u Label revisions



Product label

Internet advertising

TV Copy

In-store displays

Communicating Benefits to the 
Consumer



Consumer Feedback is Important

u Did we hit the mark with our product execution?

u Consumer feedback

u Sales

u Feedback fuels the next innovation
Take 

learnings 
back to the 

team

Refine the 
concept

Bring the 
concept to 

the 
consumer



THANK YOU
Any questions?


